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Name
Pride Mobility LC-358M Heritage,
3 position Lift Chair Recliner

Description
Engineered furniture grade laminate / hardwood frame
Quiet & smooth lift system
Heavy-duty lift actuator & scissor mechanism
Standard head and arm covers
Fire retardant (California specifications; bulletin 117)
Standard, large dual pockets
Removable back
375 lbs. weight capacity
Integrated battery backup in case of power failure
Transformer features self-diagnostic electronics w/ 9' cord

28" Rhodes Bronze Table Lamp

An natural linen hardback shade compliments the natural, highlighted
bronze finish of this decorative table lamp. The traditional design is
modernized with a rustic feel, making this the perfect finishing touch to
any style of decor.

Unit Price
$1,350.00

Quantity
1

$39.97

1

$708.00

1

Rhodes 28 in. bronze table lamp
Rich bronze finish with gold highlights
Uses one 150-Watt type a bulb (not included)
Measures 28 in. high
14 in. Dia shade
Rotary 3 way switch located on the socket
Refrigerator in Stainless Steel

Dimensions
Depth (Excluding Handles) 29.5 /Height to Top of Refrigerator (in.) 64.25 Depth
(Including Handles) 31.625 / Product Depth (in.) 31.625 /
Depth (Less Door) 25.75 / Product Height (in.) 64.75
Depth With Door Open 90 Degrees (In) 55.875
Product Width (in.) 28 /Height to Top of Door Hinge 64.75
Refrigerator Width (In.) 28
To be considered ADA compliant, GE top-freezer refrigerators must meet the
following requirements:
100% of the fresh food space below 54 inches
50% of the freezer space below 54 inches
Controls must:
Be below 54 inches
Be operable with one hand and not require tight
grasping, pinching or twisting of the wrist
Require force of less than 5 lbs to activate

300 Watt Satin Floor Lamp

This simple, yet elegant floor lamp is the perfect way to brighten up a
room. The contemporary look has a brushed nickel finish with frosted
white shade. It requires two 150-Watt or CFL equivalent bulbs (not
included) and produces 300-Watt of overall room illumination.
71 in. H
Satin steel finish
Low-high switch on socket
Uses two 150-Watt incandescent or CFL equivalent bulbs (not included)

$40.67
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Roomba Vacuum Cleaning Robot

iAdapt Navigation uses a full suite of sensors to navigate and adapt to
your changing home
3-Stage Cleaning System agitates, brushes and suctions floors
Dirt Detect Series II identifies dirtier areas and focuses cleaning where it's
needed most
Conveniently schedule up to 7x per week, or just press CLEAN on the
robot
Automatically dock and recharges, adjust to all floor types

$411.50
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Adjustable Twin Xlong Set

Contemporary and functional, this furniture-quality frame has everything
you need. Massage settings and presets pair perfectly with this endlessly
adjustable base. Use our intuitive wireless remote to set timed massages
and preset positions for a sleep experience that will leave you feeling
refreshed and subdued. With the Zero G preset position taking pressure
off your lower back and spine has never been easier. With a touch of a
button your legs will be elevated above your heart increasing circulation
throughout your body, relaxing those pesky problem areas. Ease your
aches and pains with our relaxing massage settings. Each of the three
intensity levels can be set for 10, 20 or 30 minutes of muscle relaxing bliss.

$1,349.00
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30" White Electric Range

30 Inch Electric Range with 4 Coil Elements, 5.0 cu. ft. Self Clean Oven,
Dual Element Bake, Storage Drawer and ADA Compliant: White

$649.00
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Stealth S.S.A Secret Sound Amplifier

Personal sound amplifier that looks like an expensive cell phone earpiece
Amplifies sound up to 50 times
Includes three soft ear tips for perfect fit
Rechargable batteries and charger included
Variable sound amplification

$35.99
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Candy Corn Proximity Sensor Switch

The Candy Corn proximity sensor switch is highly sensitive and does not
require a physical touch to activate. Just wave your hand or other portion
of your body within 10 millimeters of the switch to activate. Visual and
auditory cues occur when the switch is activated.

$179.55
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